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Welcome!
We wish you a healthy and prosperous Year of the Rabbit.
As you know Brigantine has in 2010 been through many changes to
modernize our company and ensure we are competitive with our peers as a
common service provider. In addition to be competitive we will also continue
to provide a high level of service and quality and be as transparent we can
be as a public EMR service provider in an industry with low margins.

Paul Erik Andersen

Our organization and our strategies have been modified to reflect the journey
ahead of us and we are now geared to assist our customers to meet your
goals for 2011. We will in 2011 continue to have frequent meetings with our
customers as done for some in 2010 at various levels to ensure an open and
direct communication to cement and build a stronger relationship. With your
trust in us and our pledge to you, we are also confident that this transparent
relationship will help us to meet our goals as well, and continue to develop a
profit to our shareholders allowing us to continue to invest in expansion to
new areas, mainly in China.
We will continue our high focus on on-dock repair stations allowing you to
take cost out of the total logistics chain as well as be looking at depot
facilities where the volume and/or business practices indicate so. In key
locations we will be aiming at having both on-dock and depot set-up, both
on-chassis and grounded repair catering for both dry containers and reefers.
We realize that China will continue its growth, though at a slower pace than
seen in the past, and still be the major export area to the World. This requires
capacity to handle a huge amount of empties being discharged for export
which need repair prior to being stuffed with cargo. With our 50 or so repair
locations in Greater China, we can indeed help with capacity close to your
required location.
Help us with volumes, be demanding and bring forward dissatisfaction (and
pleasures) so we can continue to develop ourselves and strive to give you
the services you deserve. We are here to make money and we know what it
takes to be successful. And the first and very important step is satisfied
customers that feel they receive value for money. This is also our aim.
Let’s use the Year of the Rabbit to enhance our communication, build trust
and a long lasting relationship.
Paul Erik Andersen
Chief Commercial Officer
Email: paul.erik.andersen@brigantinegroup.com
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Yantian Depot A Opening
On January 18, 2011, an official opening ceremony was held in the new Brigantine Depot Ain
Yantian. More than 60 of our customers and business partners participated in the event to witness
this important moment in the development of Brigantine in Yantian, Shenzhen.
The event was kicked off by an
exciting lion dance
performance, followed by a
speech from our Managing
Director, Mr. Jakob, Sidenius,
What came next was a
champagne toast and the
traditional ribbon cutting
ceremony. The ceremony was brought to an end after a site tour
in one of the best setup and equipped depots in Yantian. All the
participants seemed to have a great time on the day!
What the new depot means to
Brigantine is that we
are now capable in handling
more volume than before
with a new bigger and nicely
paved depot in one of the most
convenient locations in Yantian
area. The new depot is equipped
with a site office where our managers and staffs in Shenzhen
operation office will be working. We feel that working closer to the depot will place us in a better
position to serve the customers. So whether there is a traffic issue or huge gate-in flow, our staff
from top to bottom will know it immediately and take the necessary actions to protect the interests
of all our customers.
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Contact
Detail2011
of Brigantine offices in South China
FEBUARY
Dear Customers,
Timely communication is of vital importance for us to service your needs in the quickest manner. Sometimes,
our response is delayed due to inquiries are not sent to the right desk. In order to ensure your business
needs or operation issues are attended to as early as we can, we would like to introduce you the below
personnel of each of Brigantine’s offices in South China. We hope it is helpful for you to find the right go-to
person when you’d like to address any operation issues in the future. And we’re standing by 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
Hong Kong
 Leslie Leung, Hong Kong Area Manager
Tel: +852 3765 7721
Mobile: +852 5311 2385
Email: leslie.leung@brigantinegroup.com


Law Wai Hung, Yuen Long Depot Manager
Tel: +852 3765 7823
Mobile: +852 9280 9830
Email: waihung.law@brigantinegroup.com



Frankie Chan, MTL Depot Manager
Mobile: +852 6136 0336
Email: frankie.chan@brigantinegroup.com

East Shenzhen
 Deon Yuen, East Shenzhen Area Manager
Tel: +86 (755) 25279590
Mobile: +86 15013815871
Email: deon.yuen@brigantinegroup.com


George He, Production Manager
Tel: +86 (755) 25279462
Mobile: +86 13602523292
Email: George.He@brigantinegroup.com



Xu Guo Liu, Gate House & Reefer Service Manager
Tel: +86 (755) 25290031
Mobile: +86 13902914552
Email: guoliu.xu@brigantinegroup.com

West Shenzhen
 Sam Cai, West Shenzhen Area Manager
+86 (755) 26898558
Mobile: +86 13823689517
Email: Sam.Cai@brigantinegroup.com
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Summer Zeng, Production Manager
Tel: +86 (755) 26898559
Mobile: +86 13500045451
Email: Summer.Zeng@brigantinegroup.com



Zhang Ye Long, Reefer Service Section Chief
Tel: +86 (755) 26851834
Mobile: +86 13828806579
Email: Yelong.Zhang@brigantinegroup.com
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2011 to Provide Oil Spill Response Services
In recent years, Chinese
authorities are getting more
serious about ocean
environment protection.
China State Department
issued a new Anti-Pollution
Regulation for Ships Calling
Chinese Ports on March 1st,
2010. And later in
November, 2010, the
Ministry of Communications
has issued more detailed
rule (commonly known as
the 7th Order) in connection
with the Regulation issued
by State Department
previously.
Shenzhen MSA and Nansha MSA have decided to enforce the Anti-Pollution Regulations in Shenzhen and
Nansha ports from February 1st, 2011.
The implication of the enforcement of the regulation is
shipping lines need to have a contractual agreement with
a government certified Sea Pollution Prevention
company to stand by and to carry out necessary
preventive services to the vessels calling Chinese ports.
Brigantine has been cooperating with our local partner
company “Baoyu” in developing and deploying the Sea
Pollution Prevention Service (or Oil Spill Response
Service: OSR). And the service scopes include:

-

Set up and implement the vessel pollution emergency
response plan.

-

Stand by for vessels calling Chinese ports. And deploy
the necessary preventive equipment for tankers.

-

React to vessel oil spill and other pollution emergencies.

-

Assist shipping lines to carry out the evaluation after
cleaning up the pollution.
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Because of our success in handling Oil Sludge ethically and
responsibly, as well as our partner’s rich experience in Oil Spill
Response in past years, Brigantine-Baoyu Cooperation has
been recognized by China MSA as one of the best Oil Spill
Response vendors to cater for the newly issued Anti-Pollution
Regulation and its detailed rules.
If you’re interested in our services and would like to learn more about it, please feel free to contact:
roger.wei@brigantinegroup.com
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